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SHORT NOTES 
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IN SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
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ABSTRACT. The time separation between related extremes in the values of surface temperature and growth 
rate of a floating ice cover are shown to depend on the mean ice temperature and thickness. A quantity 
termed the lag coefficient is introduced for which observations from Churchill, Hudson Bay, and Davis, 
Antarctica, suggest a dependence on temperature but not on geography. 

REsuME. La reponde de la couverture de glace de mer aux variations de la temperature superjicielle. 11 est montn: que 
la separation dans le temps des valeurs extremes et liees de la temperature superficielle et de la vitesse de 
croissance d'une couverture de glace flottante depend de la temperature moyenne et de l'epaisseur de la glace. 
Vne grandeur, appelee coefficient de retard, est introduite. Des observations a Churchill, Baie d'Hudson et 
Davis, Antarctique suggerent sa dependance de la temperature et non de la geographie. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Die Reaktion einer Meereisdecke aui Anderungen in der Oberjlachentemperatur. Der Zeitabstand 
zwischen zusammengehorigen Extremwerten in der Oberflachentemperatur and der Wachstumsrate einer 
schwimmenden Eisdecke erweist sich als abhangig von der mittleren T emperatur und Dicke des Eises. Als 
neue Grosse wird der "Verzogerungskoeffizient" eingefuhrt, fur den sich aus Beobachtungen in Churchill an 
der Hudson-Bucht und in Davis, Antarktika, eine Abhangigkeit von der Temperatur, nicht jedoch von der 
geographischen Lage abzeichnet. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The search for simple empirical formulae to d escribe the relation between sea-ice thickness hand 
surface freezing exposure I 00 Il.t in the form 

h = a(I 00 Il.t )b (1.1 ) 

where a and b are empirical constants, has created some unfortunate impressions. A number of expres
sions of the form (1.1) have b een reviewed by M elior (1964). Since none of these considers the time 
required for the transmission of h eat through the ice each of them must be considered as unique, having 
values of a and b relating to some sp ecific time interva l used in the empirical determination. Furthermore 
the right-hand side of equation ( 1.1) is a function of temperature and time only, and thus cannot reflec t 
the influence of heat transported by water below the ice on the thickness of the cover. Unless applied to 
very similar conditions of locality, time, and temperature, these relationships can have only very limited 
usefulness as prognostic tools. In fact, since Stefan's simple equation ( 1891 ) may he expressed in the form 

h = a I (00 Il.t )1 

where a = (~;) t and k, Land p are the thermal conductivity, latent heat and density of the ice res

pectively, it b ecomes clear from the author's earlier work (Schwerdtfeger, 1964), as well as Stefan's 
own paper, that neither equation (1.2) nor ( J. I ) can provide a valid solution in general. Stefan's 
rigorous solution of the ice growth problem is restric ted to the case of a uniform ice cover whose thickness 
increases linearly with time. 

In the absence of a heat flux in the water below the ice, it is often more appropriate to use a simple 
analysis along the lines indicated by Schwerdtfeger (1964). In this paper the lag coefficient X was 
introduced as a new concept, and d efined by the equation 

to = xh' 

where to represents the time elapsed between the occurrence of a temperature extrem e at the surface of 

a n ice cover and the corresponding stationary ice growth rate (Fig. I), and h' the mean-square thickness 
during this time. A useful property of X is that it remains independent of water currents and heat fluxes 
influencing the ice from below. 
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Fig. T. Time delay between related stationary values oJ ice surface temperatures and growth rate 

Temperature disturbances move through the ice with speeds that depend on their frequency as well 
as on the thickness and thermal properties of the ice. The lag coefficient as specified above therefore is 
meaningful only for a series of disturbances of similar duration. Fortunately the air temperature varia
tions controlling the behaviour of an ice cover appear to conform to this requirement, building up and 
decaying usually over periods of several days. 

It followed from the analysis of the earlier paper (Schwerdtfeger, 1964) that for a uniform ice cover 

(1.4) 

where K is the thermal diffusivity. Although it is undesirable to introduce new physical quantities 
unnecessarily there does appear to be justification for defining X which is a property of an entire ice cover, 
unlike K with its strong temperature and salinity dependence in a non-uniform cover. 

2. LAG COEFFICIENT AND THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY 

The m ethod of determining the lag coefficient was described in the earlier paper (Schwerdtfeger, 
1964) using Hudson Bay sea ice at lat. 58° 40' N., long. 94° 30' W. as an example. The same procedure 
has been adopted in analysing new data for sea-ice growth during 1964 at Davis, Antarctica (Jat. 
68° 30' S., long. 78° 00' E. ) and the results are shown in Figure 2. Those new data provide 12 values for 
X covering a wide range of ice conditions and temperatures. 

In order to compare these lag coefficients with the reciprocals of the corresponding thermal diffusivi
ties, both X and K- I must be associated with representative temperature values. For the lag coefficient X 

this temperature was chosen as the mean surface temperature 80 for an interval of length 2te where te 
is the tim e lag between the occurrence of the surface temperature extreme (assumed to occur at t = te ) 

and that of the extreme ice growth rate (at time 2te) . Thus 

.1, 

80 = ...:..- J 80 dt 
2te 

(2.1) 
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Fig . 2 . Values of the lag coefficient for H udson Bay and Antarctic sea ice shown with the theoretically expected recij)rocal diffusivity 

and as shown by F igure 1 all surface temperatures w hi ch inAuence th e inner ice tempera tures d uring the 
ti me interval le fo llowing the surfa ce tem perature ext rem e are given weigh t. 

T he mean va lues of the therma l diffusivity were com p uted from th e a u thor's (Schwerdtfeger, 196:3 ) 
data for the m ean tempera tures o f th e ice cover 0 = t( 00 - OF) where OF is the freezing p oint, - I , BOC. 
T his procedure g ives mean d iffusiv ities which in genera l a re la rger tha n th e true mean d iffusiv iti es of an 
ice cover of g iven surface temperatures but because of the u nknown a nd varying tem peratures wi thin 
the ice no advantage is gained by a more complex analys is. I n any case a similar b ias a ppl ies to the 
determ ina tion of th e lag coefficien t. 

The results for X a re compa red with the recip roca l d iffusivity K - 1 in F igure 2 which d isplays their 
remarkable para ll el ism . Figure 2 suggests tha t K/x = 2 · 5 but in view of the approx imations and 
restrictions discussed it is d iffi cul t to a ttach a phys ica l inter pretation to this fact. 

3. CONCL USIO ' S 

The principal interes t of th e resul ts p resented lies in the fact that th e values of the la g coefficien t 
obtained for H ud son Bay sea ice ag ree well with those obta ined fo r Anta rc tic sea ice at D avis. I t would 
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be difficult to imagine two more contrasting sea-ice covers---on e la nd-locked and protected by the small 
inlet of Button Bay, the other continually facing the disruptive influence of the Southern O cean and 
clearly subject to therma l erosion by marked currents beneath the ice. W e are therefore justified in 
concluding that the lag coefficient is indeed a general bulk property of sea-ice covers . 

Certa inly, in most open areas of water, including the site n ear Davis, Antarctica, the measured ice 
thickness will be less than that calculated along the lines of Schwerdtfeger (1964) . In these cases, the 
differen ce between the computed and the actual thickness is a m easure of the integrated heat flow in the 
water below. Wishart (unpublished) has had some success in determining bottom m elting near Mawson, 
Antarctica, by this m ethod. Thus, although bottom melting has no effect on the lag coefficient, whose 
magnitude allows us to link ice growth and its cause, thermal erosion must be considered as a separate 
process . 

No great significance can of course be attached to the sta tistical limits of accuracy attached to the 
values of the lag coefficient in Figure 2. The chief application of the lag coefficient is in analyses oflonger 
term or seasonal ice growth by means of the author's modified Stefan equation (Schwerdtfeger, 1964). 
From this earlier work it became clear that any attempt to correlate thermal events at the upper and 
lower faces of an ice cover contributed to a significant improvement in a basically simple method of 
analysis . The present paper gives reason to believe that for many purposes values of the lag coefficient 
can be tabulated as a function of temperature and have gen eral validity. 

It will have been noticed that the ice salinity has not been introduced as a parameter, this is because 
sa linity is assumed to be a function of the rate of freezing, in turn, dependent on temperature. N everthe
less, there will be a distinct set of values for the lag coefficient for sea ice and freshwater ice. 
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